EXPLANATIONS TO COMPLETE THE REGISTRATION FORM

Exchange Students

1/ Etat Civil /Civil status (page 1):

Please complete your personal data:

- Last Name: Family name
- Nom d’usage: leave it blank if it’s the same as your family name

2/ Identifiant INE ou BEA (page 1):

Leave it blank. * The “Identifiant”: It has to be completed only for students that have been in France one year ago (or more). For the others, you will have one after your registration at Phelma.

3/ Contribution Vie Etudiante et Campus (CVEC) (page 1):

If you are exchange student and are not supposed to get a French diploma, you don’t need to pay the CVEC neither to file this part, please leave it blank.

4/ Baccaleuréat/High school degree (page 1):

You have two cases:

- If you studied in high school out of France, you have to tick on the box 2 “Equivalence diplôme étranger” foreign diploma equivalence and also write ONLY the year you obtained it.
- If you studied in France or in a French “Lycée” in your country, please complete by the type, the name of your school, the place in France or in your country, and of course the year of obtaining of your BAC.

5/ Première inscription dans ...... et suite (page 2):

Complete when appropriate:

1/ First year in higher education in France, after BAC
2/ First year in higher education out of France
3/ First year in a French University – 2022/2023 if you study in France for the 1st time

4/ First year in Grenoble Institute of Technology (Grenoble INP) - 2022/2023 if this is the first you come to our school

6/Adresse (page 2):

- ADRESSE FIXE : Please write your complete “Home address” /Parents’ address in CAPITALS.

- Type d’hébergement durant l’année universitaire :
  Tick on the correct box and write your complete address during your next academic year in CAPITALS, please don’t forget to also write your personal email address and your phone number (French one if you have it as we sometimes need to reach you urgently).
  IF YOU REQUESTED A HOME OF RESIDENCE IN CROUS, LEAVE IT BLANK SO FAR

- We contact students with Phelma e-mail address as soon as you get one. Otherwise, we contact students with personal e-mail address.

7/ Catégorie socio-professionnelle des parents (page 2):

8/ Financement principal des études (page 2):

a/ What is your main and second financial support during your current academic year (Parents, scholarship, others, ...)?

- 0: No financial aid
- 2: SFERE grant
- N: ERASMUS grant
- F: Foreign Government grant
- H: Bank Loan
- J: spouse or husband funding
- C: FONDATION CNOUS grant
- I: Parents funding
- 3: EGIDE grant
- Ù: Industrie grant
- Z: Other funding
01: French Government grant (BGF), incl. French Health insurance cost
17: French Government grant (BGF), excl. French Health insurance cost
14: Agence Universitaire de la Francophonie grant (AUF)
15: EIFFEL grant

9/Dans les cadre des l’échange international Being a part of an international program

Name of program + name of home country + name of home university

10/Dernier établissement fréquenté/Last place of study before entering Grenoble INP (page 3):

Etablissement supérieur à l’étranger/ Your LAST foreign high education institute

*If you were in French University last year, please write down “Université française/French university” with the name of your university

11/Dernier diplôme obtenu (page 3):

Please write the type of last Diploma you’ve obtained (in School or in higher education), it can be for example: Highschool Diploma, Bachelor’s Degree, Abitür, Maturità, A level,........

Please don’t forget to write the country where you obtained this Diploma.

➢ Don’t forget to date and sign your form!